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Chapter 6
Gameplay
creating the experience
Key Chapter Questions

■ How are a game’s challenges and strategies associated with gameplay?
■ What are interactivity modes and how do they relate to gameplay?
■ What is the relationship between gameplay and story?
■ What is the difference between static and dynamic balance?
■ How can the Prisoner’s Dilemma and the tragedy of the commons be applied to cooperative gameplay?
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Tragedy of the Commons

Everyone on a ship stops rowing.

Everyone stops to look at an accident.
Challenges
Implicit & Explicit

Need for Speed: Shift (explicit, left; implicit, right)
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Perfect & Imperfect Knowledge
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Challenges
Intrinsic & Extrinsic Knowledge
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Reaction Time

Prince of Persia: Warrior Within
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Challenges & Game Goals

- Advancement
- Race
- Analysis
- Exploration
- Conflict
- Capture
- Chase
- Organization
- Escape
- Taboo
- Construction
- Solution
- Outwit
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Summary

■ Rules of Play
■ Interactivity Modes
■ Game Theory
■ Challenges
■ Balance
■ Economies
■ Gameplay & Documentation